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no account in the Cabinet of Nations, then I say emphatically that
peace at that price would be a humiliation intolerable for a great
country like ours to endure/
This, of course, was a contingent threat (or rather counter-
threat) of war. The impression widely current abroad was that
the cabinet had drafted it, and chosen the leading radical arid
Germanophile for mouthpiece to show the unity of the national
front. But this was not so; the initiative was Lloyd George's
own; and the most valid criticism of the step was, that in a matter
of peace and war three ministers, however eminent, ought not
to act over the cabinet's head.
The effects were good. Germany was enraged, but the Ger-
man government was recalled to a sense of realities. It disclaimed
interest in the coast of Morocco. It lowered the extravagant
demands which it had made for Congo 'compensation*. But
negotiations about the latter continued at Paris, and had yet to
pass through difficult stages. In September war seemed so near
that the South-Eastern Railway was quietly patrolled. At the
worst stage in the middle of that month panic assailed the Berlin
Bourse, and there was a run on the German banks. Kiderlen-
Wachter unbent further, and a Morocco Accord was signed on
11 October. The whole tangle, including the Congo 'compensa-
tion3, was straightened out by treaties of 3 and 4 November.
The Panther was withdrawn not long after.
So ended the Agadir crisis—the third within six years, in
which Germany had brought war near on account of Morocco.
Once more her action had drawn closer the tie between France
and Great Britain. A foreign office minute of 2 November 1911,
which was read by Grey to the cabinet a fortnight later and
received that body's approval, defines what it now was.1 A
British government needed to have public opinion behind it
before it could support France. If France took the aggressive
line, there could be no British support for her; but if she were
the victim of aggression, British public opinion would enable it
to be forthcoming. And the text shows that military support was
implied, 'immediately and at the outset*.
The war preparations led to a curious conflict in London
between the war office and the admiralty. The former was
moved by Sir Henry Wilson, then director of military operations,
the latter by Sir Arthur Wilson, who early in 191 o had succeeded
1 Gooch and Temperley, British Documents, vii. 602.

